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Solo exhibition by Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem on view at The Mosaic Rooms

left under (2017). Pascal Hachem. Photograph by Andy Stagg, image courtesy of The Mosaic Rooms.

LONDON.- The Mosaic Rooms presents a solo exhibition by Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem. In this new body of work,
displayed for the first time, the artist interrogates experiences of his home city of Beirut. Facing life in a city of both daily

instability and overwhelming fragmentation how does an individual or society remember their past? The search for traces is
recurrent in these works, as Hachem questions the meaning of what we remember and why. This exhibition offers timely
reflections widely applicable to contemporary situations of political and social unease.
These preoccupations are explored in a series of installations. In the manner of ready-mades, Hachem combines or alters
ordinary domestic items and displaces them into the art gallery or public spaces to unexpected effect. Hachem activates these
passive objects to become subjects, resonant with the potential for action. In the stone in my pocket installed in the basement
gallery, several pairs of trousers hang suspended in the air above mirrors, a stone is placed where each right foot should be.
The leg of one of the pairs of trousers lifts and drops repeatedly throughout the day, the stone hitting the glass. At some point
the accumulated impact will break the mirror beneath, splintering its reflection. The works create physical traces, but the traces
point to absence. The shattered mirror becomes the record of this repeated act, the cause does not remain.
In back to square one two irons move continuously in opposite directions across the floor ironing a pile of flour, a staple
ingredient and symbol of community. The passing of the iron is registered in the precise flatness of the flour, but the possibility
of disruption is also present, the smooth surface could break beneath the iron. In left under a series of wire brushes is mounted
to the wall. A mechanised device scrapes them up the wall each day so layers of paint from previous exhibitions are gradually
revealed. The result of the repetitive actions enacted in these works remains unpredictable. Deliberately undocumented, the
original form may not even be recalled.
For Hachem, the trace becomes meaningless as the search to understand or remember its origin cannot be fulfilled. His use of
repetition hints at the impossibility of grasping meaning in the face of successive events. Smaller visual interventions installed in
the gallery and its exterior seem to provoke humorous and absurd responses to the challenge of making sense of our
surroundings.
Hachem’s work explores a contradiction, in which a sense of powerlessness to act or understand exists alongside invitations to
act. The repetition of nonsensical actions can create a sense of distance, yet the works often invite participation. By presenting
these visual conundrums to interact with, Hachem is prompting the viewer to be present, to observe and carefully consider
what is happening around them. The outcome of which he leaves to the individual.
Born in 1979, Pascal Hachem is based in Beirut. His work has been shown internationally including solo shows at La Vitrine,
Beirut (2017), Selma Ferani Gallery, Tunisia (2016), Soulangh Artist Village, Taiwan (2015) and Federica Schaivo Gallery, Italy
(2013). Group exhibitions include The Mosaic Rooms, London (2015), Dak'Art (2014), Gwangju Museum of Art, South Korea
(2014) and Vanvitelliana, Italy (2012). In parallel to his artistic work Hachem has co-founded 200grs, a design studio, and
currently teaches at the American University of Beirut (AUB).
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PASCAL HACHEM, Left Under, 2017, wooden brushes, metal structures, step motor and electrical board. Photograph by Andy Stagg. Courtesy The Mosaic Rooms, London.
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The surface of a thing, by definition, is always the part of it that we
see. It is the outermost layer that defines our idea of an object in
both sight and memory; when we record or represent things
remembered, we also often do so on a surface—paper, a canvas, a
wall. In Pascal Hachem’s first solo exhibition in the United
Kingdom, “The Show Has a Long Title That I Don’t Recall
Anymore,” the Lebanese artist uses a number of new works to
progressively alter superficies in unforeseeable ways, questioning in
turn the capacity of impressions to remain accurate over time.
The three larger works in the exhibition, each of which occupied the
majority of the wall or floor on which it was mounted, all involve
surfaces being formed, damaged or changed. In Left Under (2017),
several wire brushes are part of a mechanism driven by an electric
motor, such that they constantly move up and down to scrape the
gallery’s wall, progressively exposing and removing layers of paint
from previous exhibitions and events, unevenly and unpredictably

PASCAL HACHEM, detail of Left Under, 2017, wooden brushes, metal structures,
step motor and electrical board. Photograph by Andy Stagg. Courtesy The Mosaic
Rooms, London.

altering the wall’s surface so as to partially recall past states through
glimpses of time gone by.

PASCAL HACHEM, Back to Square One, 2017, irons, flour, metal structure, step motor and electrical board. Photograph by Andy Stagg. Courtesy
The Mosaic Rooms, London.

Notable in Left Under are the use of readymade, handheld implements and the lack of any attempt to conceal the mechanisms that control
them, the combination of which suggests the absence of human involvement as the work strides forward in its function, as opposed to
negating the maker’s hand altogether. This gave the exhibition’s several curious apparatuses the air of remnants, making references to
quotidian human actions and states from the past that were now eerily played out in the repetition of motions, losing something of their
essence with each iteration like faulty clockwork toys running to the ends of their springs. Again using domestic objects as
components, Back to Square One (2017) is a motor-powered rack-and-pinion system with two household irons attached to either end of a
linear gear. Each iron moves slowly back and forth through a mound of white flour—a staple food and symbol of community—working a flat
but easily corruptible surface into the powder. Surrounded by thousand of chaotically arranged grains encroaching on either side, and
subject to the slightest disruption by any number of external phenomena, this repetitive process of smoothing over a surface—on which
some record of activity might be imprinted—edges toward futility, even self-defeat. As in Left Under, the wholeness and stability of the
surface are constantly undermined.
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PASCAL HACHEM, detail of Back to Square One, 2017, irons, flour,
metal structure, step motor and electrical board. Photograph by Andy
Stagg. Courtesy The Mosaic Rooms, London.

The repetition at the core of these kinetic works does
not serve to stabilize the surfaces that they process, but
rather alters them by injecting doubt on the reliability
of our readings of them, as well as the ways in which we
might remember and interpret the past. The right leg of
each pair of trousers suspended above a mirror in The
Stone in My Pocket (2017) has a rock where the foot
might be. As another motor-driven mechanism lifts the
leg to knee-height before letting it thump back down,
the accumulated impacts fragment the reflective surface
beneath, aleatorically reconfiguring it while corrupting
and erasing the image it previously carried. Again, the
ability of a surface, like a memory, to reliably bear
impressions over time is cast in doubt.

PASCAL HACHEM, detail of The Stone in My Pocket, 2017, trousers, stones, metal cast of stone,
mirrors, metal cables, metal structures, step motor and electrical board. Photograph by Andy Stagg.
Courtesy The Mosaic Rooms, London.
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PASCAL HACHEM, The Stone in My Pocket, 2017, trousers, stones, metal cast of stone, mirrors, metal cables, metal structures, step motor and electrical board. Photograph by
Andy Stagg. Courtesy The Mosaic Rooms, London.

The most poignant and complex of the installations on show was
Tears (2017). A series of plinths hold eyeglasses, each pair with one
lens sandwiched between or compressed beneath clusters of
concrete blocks and tiles, which were retrieved from demolished
houses. This work was one of several non-kinetic pieces in the
show, though Hachem’s use of materials here succeeds in creating a
sense of human absence remembered—more so than in his other
exhibited installations. Nonetheless, this is only one part of a
complex nexus of meaning. In an evocative, almost violent
symbiosis, the glasses are at once held in place and subject to
damage by the small masses of rubble, and their surfaces
simultaneously carry these marks and the function of elucidating
others, suggesting that the act of seeing can also be subject to
corruption. In critiquing the capacity of a given surface to reliably
maintain an image, Hachem’s work does not tell us to ignore our
memories, but—as with anything seen through mirrors, lenses,
scratched walls or unstable surfaces—reminds us that they can be
warped. Underlying it all, when considered in the context of the
series of upheavals that have affected Beirut and Lebanon in the
past few decades, changing physical, social and political landscapes
alike, the surfaces here and how they retain images may reflect
more than initially meets the eye.

Ned Carter Miles is the London desk editor of ArtAsiaPacific.
Pascal Hachem’s “The Show Has a Long Title That I Don’t Recall
Anymore” is on view at The Mosaic Rooms, London, until
December 2, 2017.
To read more of ArtAsiaPacific’s articles, visit our Digital Library.
PASCAL HACHEM, Tears, 2017, collected concrete masonry unit blocks and tiles
from demolished houses and eyeglasses. Photograph by Andy Stagg. Courtesy The
Mosaic Rooms, London.
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Pascal Hachem at The Mosaic Rooms and Fatma
Bucak at Pi Artworks
17 NOVEMBER 2017 BY ALI MACGILP



Pascal Hachem, back to square one, 2017. Irons, flour, metal structure, step motor and electrical board. Photograph by
Andy Stagg, courtesy of The Mosaic Rooms.

There are two solo exhibitions in London that you may have overlooked during the
Frieze frenzy that are closing soon, Fatma Bucak at Pi Artworks and Pascal
Hachem at The Mosaic Rooms. I would urge you to see both.
Both artists reflect poetically on the current political climate in their native
countries with visual metaphors, found objects and subverted domestic rituals.
Their homelands are, respectively, Turkey and Lebanon, both deeply affected by
the ongoing conflict in their shared neighbour Syria. These artists pose questions
around the use and abuse of memory for political ends. Although rooted in specific
contexts, both exhibitions resonate strongly in what feels to me to be a divided and
directionless Britain.
Hachem’s installations meld easily with the elegant spaces of The Mosaic Rooms in
Earls Court, a non-profit organisation dedicated to supporting contemporary
culture from the Arab world. The object that spoke to me most in the lexicon of
everyday tools he has repurposed in this exhibition was the clothes iron. In the
main gallery sit two large piles of flour. Embedded in each is a black iron, attached
to one another by a metal cord. Facing back-to-back, they take it in turns to plough
in opposite directions. When the end of the cord is reached the other takes over.
The irons are caught in a Sisyphean, symbiotic relationship: War and Peace, Left
and Right; the work’s title is back to square one.
A pair of spoons in another room offers a clue, on the left one is written ‘you always
want what the other has’, on the other is a black spot. Flour is of course the main
ingredient of bread, the food of life, staple of the Arab diet. If the flour is
representing the people, the iron is the government. The irons move back and forth
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flattening and displacing the flour but they cannot fully control it. The artist
interrogates the daily instability he experiences in Beirut. Since installing the
exhibition, the Lebanese prime minister has resigned under unclear circumstances
and has yet to be replaced.
Hachem asks how an individual or society remembers its past. In left under, a set
of mechanised wire brushes sweep the wall, scratching quietly, revealing
concealed layers of paint. I am at once reminded of the contradictory idea of
sweeping truths under the carpet and scratching the surface to find the truth
beneath, unveiling past crimes. His use of repetitive actions creates a sense of
distance and hints at the impossibility of remembering the past in the face of
successive events. The body is replaced by a motor and there is a tension between
the familiarity of the objects and their uncanny movement.
Exhausted aphorisms floated through my mind; Santayana’s “Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it”; Einstein’s “Insanity is doing the
same thing over and over again, but expecting different results”. Hachem’s works
are open-ended and nebulous, as suggested by the exhibition title’s deliberate
enactment of forgetting.
Bucak’s first solo exhibition in the UK, where she studied at the Royal College of
Art, takes place at Pi Artworks, an Istanbul gallery that opened its London space on
Eastcastle Street in 2013. The exhibition title ironically evokes the familiar children’s
rhyme as she addresses themes of freedom of speech in this series of new works.
Autocratic regimes view words and cultural production to be as dangerous as
violent rebellion and retaliate accordingly. There has been a crackdown on civil
liberties in Turkey following the Gezi Park uprising in 2013 and the failed coup
attempt of 2016.
Bucak’s practice is informed by her Kurdish heritage: the Kurds face an ongoing
history of suppression in Turkey. In her work Black Ink she has created a recipe for
ink whose ingredients include ash from an incinerated book from a Kurdish
publishing house that was burned down. It is displayed with movable type and
used in a printing performance throughout the exhibition that is an act of
resistance to erasure and forgetting. In a related work, 342 names, Bucak carved
the names of disappeared persons in Turkey during the 1980 military coup onto a
lithographic stone. The names were added one on top of the other until no more
names could fit. The action of writing these names is one of remembrance, a kind
of anti-monument. Thirteen prints from one inking of the stone hang on the walls;
they progressively fade to nothing. Their illegibility is a tribute to those who remain
unnamed.
Bucak’s video Scouring the press is a work I find very powerful. Its title suggests
looking for something or cleaning with determination. It plays on a screen propped
on the concrete floor so that you must crouch, kneel or sit cross-legged to view it.
Three women, including the artist, long hair blowing in the wind, kneel behind
three metal tubs of water and piles of newspapers. The dramatic backdrop is a
mountainside, which gives the women the air of the three sister deities, the Fates
who control human destiny. In fact they are on the outskirts of Istanbul, an area
primed for development. The women silently work their way through 12 weeks of
newspapers, scrubbing them, wringing them out like garments and placing their
balled up forms on the ground. We are reminded of the power of water, apparently
gentle, to destroy as effectively as fire. The work is produced in the context of the
aggressive repression of the free press by Turkey’s ruling AK party, the women
representing censorship. To me, however, this performance also represented a
fantasy of washing away the pernicious influence of the hate-mongering section of
the press in this country; or expunging the bad news of recent years and resetting
the equilibrium. Again the use of a familiar, domestic action works as an effective
and instinctive metaphor, based in specifics but open to interpretation. Something
of their actions also suggests mourning, the physical labour of repression, whether
it is political or personal.
The fragrant Damascus rose was first introduced to Europe by returning crusaders
and is the ancestor of most European roses today. Its history carries traces of
conflicts past and complicates notions of belonging, home and origin. In the gallery
FEDERICA SCHIAVO GALLERY ROMA MILANO
sits a box of earth containing forty small Damascus rose plants that reached
London from the Syrian capital via Beirut, Bucharest and Amsterdam. Upon arrival
half were grafted onto European roses and half remained as is. At the time of
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and instinctive metaphor, based in specifics but open to interpretation. Something
of their actions also suggests mourning, the physical labour of repression, whether
it is political or personal.
The fragrant Damascus rose was first introduced to Europe by returning crusaders
and is the ancestor of most European roses today. Its history carries traces of
conflicts past and complicates notions of belonging, home and origin. In the gallery
sits a box of earth containing forty small Damascus rose plants that reached
London from the Syrian capital via Beirut, Bucharest and Amsterdam. Upon arrival
half were grafted onto European roses and half remained as is. At the time of
writing the grafted ones are growing best. This ongoing work Damascus rose offers
an opaque metaphor for the plight of Syrian refugees. The therapeutic gesture in
caring for the roses is imbued with hope that humanity will prevail in dark times.
These artists comment on our fractured present, where nationalist movements seek
to shrink us intellectually and geographically. They remind us of the fragility and
resilience of life; calling on us to stay alert, not to give in to cynicism and insularity.
Ali MacGilp
Programmes Manager

The Mosaic Rooms, 226 Cromwell Road, London SW5 0SW. Open Tuesday –
Saturday 10.00 – 18.00. Exhibition continues until 2 December 2017. www.
(http://mosaicrooms.org/event/the-show-has-a-long-title-that-i-dont-recallanymore/)mosaicrooms.org (http://mosaicrooms.org/event/the-show-has-a-longtitle-that-i-dont-recall-anymore/)
Pi Artworks, 55 Eastcastle Street, London, W1W 8EG. Open Monday – Friday 10.00
– 18.00. Exhibition continues until 21 November 2017. www.piartworks.com
(http://www.piartworks.com/english/sergiler_cc.php?recordID=186)
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the theme of memory and remembering. The gallery, which is a London-based
non-profit organisation aiming to promote contemporary culture from and
about the Arab world, exhibited the works of five Palestinian artists between
January and March 2017 under the title Pattern Recognition, where the idea of
repetition was explored in relation to memory, fragmentation and many other
concepts. In a similar vein, the cruciality of this theme to the geography is
evident in Hachem’s work, where everyday household items and pieces of
clothing are refigured and displaced in public settings, creating a dialogue
between the individual and his environment.

Entering the gallery, the spectator is struck by the minimal set up; the
sculptures are distributed around the rooms, appearing almost isolated, and
inviting the viewers to be fully aware of their surroundings and to study each
piece in detail. The set up also seems to reveal the essence of the whole
experience, where an attempt to connect and make sense of the individual
pieces demonstrates the ambiguity of one’s perception of their environment
during the process of remembering. This is especially emphasised in the piece
left under, where nine wooden brushes connected to metal structures and a
motor scrape up and down the wall in slow motion to wear the paint off. As the
brushes leave neat trails on the surface, the repetitive sound of the scraping
becomes hypnotic, making the spectator both fully concentrate on the action
while at the same time making them forget the initial position of the objects. As
minimal effects become gradually visible, the spectator experiences the
difficulty of recovering traces of meaning when faced with continuous change.
FEDERICA SCHIAVO GALLERY
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left under (2017). Pascal Hachem. Wooden brushes, metal structures, step
motor and electrical board. Photograph by Andy Stagg, image courtesy of The
Mosaic Rooms.
The second set of installations further highlight the relationship between the
individual and their community, where Hachem combines personal objects such
as eyeglasses with pieces of stone and gravel - materials often found near
construction sites. In his set of sculptures titled tears, Hachem places clusters
of stone and tiles collected from demolished houses on different eyeglasses,
with each sculpture alternating the position of the stones. These sculptures
appear to be a peculiar lamentation for the destroyed houses and structures in
rapidly transforming cities, the title and the eyeglasses remind the viewer of the
struggles of those trying to recover the fragments and traces of past forms.
Furthermore, in back to square one, where two irons connected to a motor
move opposite directions to flatten a large pile of flour, the viewer sees an
equilibrium in which the irons go over the same area repeatedly while creating
the possibility of surface disruption without ever doing so.
Lastly, perhaps the most striking installation of the exhibit is the stone in my
pocket, where nine pairs of trousers are suspended from the wall over a series

of mirrors, with a large stone suspended below the right leg of each pair. The
stones, and in return the legs of the trousers are continuously pulled up by the
motor above. At a certain height, the stone is released, falling on the mirror
below. The repeated action breaks the glass at a certain point, however the

stone is quickly pulled up afterwards to its original position, leaving no traces
of its course. The repetitive action demonstrates the elusive relationship
between cause and effect, and gives the act of remembering an almost
Sisyphean quality. The number of trousers could suggest the collective effort in
retrieving meaning from this cycle of endless recovery, where the cause is
continually reset as the effect remains.
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stone is quickly pulled up afterwards to its original position, leaving no traces
of its course. The repetitive action demonstrates the elusive relationship
between cause and effect, and gives the act of remembering an almost

Sisyphean quality. The number of trousers could suggest the collective effort in
retrieving meaning from this cycle of endless recovery, where the cause is
continually reset as the effect remains.

the stone in my pocket (2017). Trousers, stones, metal cast of stone, mirrors,
metal cables, metal structures, step motor and electrical board. Pascal Hachem.
Photograph by Andy Stagg, image courtesy of The Mosaic Rooms.

This show has a long title I don’t recall anymore is very much a spectator-

oriented work, both distancing the viewers from their surroundings and inviting
them to think about the creation of meaning. Through these strange
encounters, Hachem seems to question whether meaning making lies entirely in
the process rather than the individual elements creating the whole. It is an
exhibition worth seeing for those interested in challenging themselves to be
aware of the mental processes behind perceiving changes in one’s perception
and environment.

Pascal Hachem: This show has a long title I don’t recall anymore is on at The
Mosaic Rooms 226 Cromwell Road, London SW5 0SW until the 2nd December.
Entrance is free.
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Art Radar
Contemporary art trends and news from Asia and beyond

Trapped: Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem at The
Mosaic Rooms, London
Posted on 30/10/2017

Pascal Hachem uses kinetic installations to explore feelings of being trapped.
In “The Show Has a Long Title That I Don’t Recall Anymore” Beirut-based artist Pascal Hachem presents a
series of kinetic installations that explore how fragmentation and precarity affect everyday life. Art Radar
takes a look at the works in the exhibition.

Pascal Hachem, ‘Who Carries Whom?’, 2017, iron and flour. Photo: Andy Stagg. Image
courtesy The Mosaic Rooms.

In its reference to memory, the title of Lebanese artist and designer Pascal Hachem’s current solo
exhibition prepares the viewer for a project that follows his contemporary generation of Lebanese
conceptual artists such as Walid Raad, Akraam Zaatari or Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige. Yet, if
the viewer was expecting a deep dive into the ruptured narratives of history in the context of the ongoing
civil war in Lebanon, Pascal Hachem cuts the viewer short. The artist cannot even remember the title of the
exhibition.
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In its reference to memory, the title of Lebanese artist and designer Pascal Hachem’s current solo

Rebecca Close,
“Trapped: Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem at the Mosaic Rooms, London”, Art Radar, 30 October 2017
exhibition prepares the viewer for a project that follows his contemporary generation of Lebanese
conceptual artists such as Walid Raad, Akraam Zaatari or Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige. Yet, if
the viewer was expecting a deep dive into the ruptured narratives of history in the context of the ongoing
civil war in Lebanon, Pascal Hachem cuts the viewer short. The artist cannot even remember the title of the
exhibition.

Pascal Hachem, ‘Left Under’, 2017, in situ installation, nine wooden brushes, metal
structures, step motor and electrical board. Photo: Andy Stagg. Image courtesy The
Mosaic Rooms.

In “The Show Has a Long Title That I Don’t Recall Anymore” at London’s The Mosaic Rooms until 2
December 2017, Pascal Hachem experiments with methodologies for exploring the relationship between life
and disposability. In his analysis of contemporary life in Beirut, the designer sees disposability everywhere:
in economic precarity in his home city of Beirut, in a globalised media that both consumes and disregards
certain images, in the sometimes simultaneous hyper circulation and destruction of personal and public
archives. In this exhibition Pascal Hachem poses the question:

When faced with life in a city of both daily instability and overwhelming
fragmentation, how do we remember our past?

The exhibition presents a series of installations, the majority of which consist of domestic objects like
glasses, clothes, an iron, flour, brushes. In each of the works these goods are arranged into constellations,
some of which are presented in a kinetic look, requiring viewers to shift their approach to these everyday
articles and the gallery space itself.

Pascal Hachem, ‘Left Under’, 2017, in situ installation, nine wooden brushes, metal
structures, step motor and electrical board. Photo: Andy Stagg. Image courtesy The
Mosaic Rooms.
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Pascal Hachem, ‘Back to Square One’, 2017, in situ installation, irons, flour, metal
structure, step motor and electrical board. Photo: Andy Stagg. Image courtesy The Mosaic
Rooms.

In Left Under (2017) a set of mechanised wire brushes continually sweep the wall, revealing the paint
layers from previous exhibitions. In Back to Square One (2017) a pair of irons move back and forth,
imprinting lightly on a pile of flour. In the basement gallery, in the installation The stone in my pocket, nine
pairs of trousers hang suspended in the air. The leg of one pair of trousers lifts, repeatedly dropping a
stone against a mirror, which at some point will shatter.

Pascal Hachem, ‘Tears’, 2017, collected CMU blocks and tiles from demolished houses and
eyeglasses. Photo: Andy Stagg. Image courtesy The Mosaic Rooms.

Trained as an engineer, Hachem’s knowledge of engines and industrial materials has offered a particular
approach to mechanised art making. He uses daily objects and manages to extract their nature and their
primary identity thanks to unusual associations and layouts. Hachem’s “machines” inevitably cause a
cognitive dissonance, arising from the tension between the familiarity of the objects and the strangeness of
their movement. As The Mosaic Rooms’ press statement describes, “Hachem activates these passive
objects to become subjects, resonant with the potential for action.”
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Rebecca Close, “Trapped: Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem at the Mosaic Rooms, London”, Art Radar, 30 October 2017
Pascal Hachem, ‘Tears’, 2017, collected CMU blocks and tiles from demolished houses and
eyeglasses. Photo: Andy Stagg. Image courtesy The Mosaic Rooms.

Trained as an engineer, Hachem’s knowledge of engines and industrial materials has offered a particular
approach to mechanised art making. He uses daily objects and manages to extract their nature and their
primary identity thanks to unusual associations and layouts. Hachem’s “machines” inevitably cause a
cognitive dissonance, arising from the tension between the familiarity of the objects and the strangeness of
their movement. As The Mosaic Rooms’ press statement describes, “Hachem activates these passive
objects to become subjects, resonant with the potential for action.”
The artistic strategies deployed in the artist’s installations are reminiscent of those rehearsed in the 1960s
happenings as well as the 1970s and 1980s kinetic art movement, two very different strands of conceptual
art. However, in contrast to the 1960s happenings, in “The Show Has a Long Title That I Don’t Recall
Anymore”, Hachem makes interventions to the gallery environment without actually being present.

Pascal Hachem, ‘Stone in My Pocket’, 2017, in situ installation, trousers, stones, metal
cast of stone, mirrors, metal cables and structures, step motor and electrical board.
Photo: Andy Stagg. Image courtesy The Mosaic Rooms.

Pascal Hachem, ‘36.576 Meter’, 2016. Image courtesy the artist and Selma Feriani
Gallery.

These actions are also comparatively meditative and controlled when considering the large scale
interventions and discursively charged gestures of the 1960s and 1970s – from Alan Kaprow’s happenings
in North America to the Tucaman Arde group in Argentina, or the feminist performance and happenings,
from Adriene Piper and WomanHouse to the Mexican troupe Pollo de Gallina Negra. With the body absent in
the current exhibition, Pascal Hachem allows the objects to speak for him. Perhaps that is why the
exhibition title performs its own unimportance.
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Pascal Hachem, ‘The Stone in My Pocket’, 2017. Image courtesy the artist and The Mosaic
Rooms.

Pascal Hachem, ‘Emptiness’, 2013. Image courtesy the artist and Selma Feriani Gallery.

In testing the viewer’s mechanisms of recognition of domestic objects and the gallery space itself, the artist
implores the viewer to pay closer attention to the artefacts that surround us in our domestic and industrial
settings, suggesting a possible future in alternative arrangements and assemblages.
In an interview with Phaidon, Pascal Hachem explains that his practice

is inspired by and materializes my feeling of being trapped by a lot of things that
surround me in everyday life. Even my religion can feel suffocating. My way to deal
with these elements of everyday life is by simple action of happenings, making use
of them to express my condition of existence. My obsessive attention to the details
which hide themselves within the folds of our communities and human
relationships, is the result of my daily approach to life in Beirut, a city caught
between danger and hope, excitement and disappointment.

The artist continues:

Through these artworks, I place the viewer in uncomfortable situations that also
seem puzzlingly familiar. My reflection involves displacing actions. They are real
actions, not videos, performed either by me or by objects that I set up. I don’t
impose any set of rules upon myself, but rather am prompted by nothing but a
single impressionable moment, to declare!”

Rebecca Close
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Martin Herbert, “Martin Herbert’s pick of exhibitions to see this October”, Art Review Asia, October 2017

John Russell, DOGGO (still), 2017, video, 45 min. Courtesy the artist and Kunsthalle
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Martin Herbert, “Martin Herbert’s pick of exhibitions to see this October”, Art Review Asia, October 2017

Juliette Blightman, Loved an image (5th May) – Cactus, 2017, watercolour on paper, 38 × 28 cm. Courtesy the artist and
Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin

Cildo Meireles, Babel, 2011, radios, lighting, sound, dimensions variable. Photo: Agomstino Osio. © and courtesy the artist
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Martin Herbert, “Martin Herbert’s pick of exhibitions to see this October”, Art Review Asia, October 2017

Rivane Neuenschwander, Infancy and History (WAR) (detail), 2017, 43 hand-sewn flags, 67 × 42 cm (each). © the artist.
Courtesy the artist and Stephen Friedman Gallery, London
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Martin Herbert, “Martin Herbert’s pick of exhibitions to see this October”, Art Review Asia, October 2017

Caroline Achaintre, A.D.O., 2017, hand-tufted wool, 310 × 190 cm. Photo: Philipp Hänger. Courtesy the artist and Arcade
Fine Arts, London

Alexander Apóstol, Le Corbusier y Diego Rivera se visitan 30 veces (still), 2008, 16mm film transferred to DVD, colour,
sound, 8 min 56 sec. Courtesy the artist
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Martin Herbert, “Martin Herbert’s pick of exhibitions to see this October”, Art Review Asia, October 2017

Pascal Hachem, Who Carries Whom?, 2017. Courtesy the artist and The Mosaic Rooms, London

Mircea Cantor, Your Ruins Are My Flag, 2017. © the artist. Courtesy the artist and Fondazione Giuliani, Rome
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Martin Herbert, “Martin Herbert’s pick of exhibitions to see this October”, Art Review Asia, October 2017

Helen Rae, February 21 2017, 2017, coloured pencil and graphite on paper, 61 × 46 cm. Courtesy The Goodluck Gallery,
Los Angele
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“The Rise & Rise of Beirut”, Canvas, September/October 2017
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La Redazione, “Pascal Hachem at Mosaic Rooms, London”, BllouinArtInfo, September 2017
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Nahla Al-Ageli, Review of the exhibition “The Show Has A Long Title That I Don’t Recall Anymore”, Nahlaink, September 2017

The Show Has A Long Title That I Don't Recall Anymore: An ambitious exhibition of new
work by Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem, it will be composed of new sculptural installations
that interrogate Hachem’s experiences of his home city of Beirut. Facing life in a city of both
daily instability and overwhelming fragmentation, it considers how an individual or a
society may remember their past. Hachem's work, inspired by everyday life and his
reflections on the social and political situations in Beirut, sees him combine and alter
ordinary domestic items and displacing them into the art gallery or public spaces to
unexpected effect. This show will feature object based and performative installations
designed to challenge the viewer’s perspective. Taking place from 15 September-2
December, 2017 at the Mosaic Rooms, Tower House, 226 Cromwell Road, London SW5
0SW.
http://mosaicrooms.org/event/the-show-has-a-long-title-that-i-dont-recall-anymore/
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Redazione, “Lebanese artist Pascal Hachem transforms everyday objects into unexpected artworks”, Creative Boom, 12 September 2017
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Veerle Devos, “Saving the cityt”, DAMN, July/August 2017
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